
IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS 

 

CERTIFIED COPY - is a copy (often a photocopy) of a primary document that has on it an endorsement or 

certificate that it is a true copy of the primary document. The certified copy is signed by a person nominated 

by the person or agency asking for it. Typically, the person is referred to as an authorized person, Commissioner 

of Affidavit, Justice of the Peace, School Principal, School Vice Principal. 

 

COMMISIONER OF AFFIDAVIT- A public official whose main powers include administering oaths and attesting 

to signatures, both important and effective ways to minimize Fraud in legal documents. 

 

PHOTOCOPY-a photographic copy usually in black and white maybe in color sometimes of printed or written 

material produced by a process involving the action of light on a specially prepared surface. 

 

PDF ATTACHMENT/FILE - Short for Portable Document Format, PDF is a file format and file extension 

developed by Adobe that enables users to capture the native appearance of a document. ... Clicking the 

Adobe PDF file icon to the right opens an example of a PDF file if Adobe Acrobat Reader or other PDF reader 

is installed on your computer 

 

ACCEPTANCE/OFFER LETTER- is a formal indication of a successful application or offer for a programme of 

study. 

 

PROCESSING- The period which takes to update your application information after your CERTIFIED copies 

has been submitting. 

 

CONFIRMATION RECEIPT- The form which is available at the end of the application process which must be 

completed and submitted along with ALL your supporting documents.  

 

https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/fraud


OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT- A transcript which must be sent directly from the granting institution directly to 

The University of the West Indies, St Augustine Campus or issued in a sealed tamper proof envelope which 

cannot be opened. 
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